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Abstract 

With the advent of prosperous society, to create higher consumption market growth, product 

designs usually correspond with the actual usage demands and emotional demands of consumers 

regarding their functions and form. Given the manufacturing technical barrier difference of 

technological products, users tend to have different demands regarding the form and emotional 

demands of the products. However, related researches are insufficient. Therefore, this study started off 

from Maslow's “Hierarchy of Needs”, corresponded with the period and style of the developmental 

history of the products, selected two technical products with high market occupancy, such as electric 

fan and cell phone, and explored how the form of the product affects users’ demand functionally and 

emotionally. This research discovered the following: (1) Cell phone, as a product with high 

technological requirements, the emotional factor of its form has satisfied consumers, while consumers 

are continuously expecting more functions, causing mobile phones to have “functions” besides calling. 

Related software such as music and social networking sites further satisfied consumers’ emotional 

demands. Electric fan, as a product with low technological requirements, the functional factor of its 

form has satisfied consumers, while its emotional factor awaits further enhancement. (2) Regarding the 

overall product appraisal, the form of highly appraised products can successfully integrate functional 

and emotional factors. When a product enhances its technological requirement and is capable of 

inducing consumers’ emotions, how to enhance the sense and social status of the consumers becomes a 

major direction of technological product development and design. 
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